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At

the

2012

San

Diego

Comic-Con

International,

Doc

Hammer

referred to the setting of his and Jackson Publick’s creation
as the Venture-Verse. Defined as a unified object in this way,
this setting begs certain questions. How does it relate to the
settings it parodies and references? How do the recastings of
various different media within it interact with one another?
What does it mean for Thaddeus Venture and Jonny Quest both to
exist in the same universe? And finally, as it continues to
expand significantly in each episode, when will the VentureVerse brush up against natural boundaries and what will those
look like? Hammer and Publick have described their creation’s
themes as “the beauty of failure” and “the death of the jetage

promises”

(“Home

Insecurity,”

Commentary).

This

latter

postmodern theme affords us a starting point from which to
begin answering these questions. If Jonny Quest and ScoobyDoo, and to a lesser extent the whole corpus of Hanna-Barbera
productions

and

Silver

Age

comics,

form

the

US’

idealized

image of itself and its future, then the Venture-Verse is a
referendum on that image.
This

essay’s

questions
inspired

three

put
the

forth

sections
above

–

Venture-Verse,

will

tackle

concerning
the

dynamic

the
the

first

three

settings

between

those

that
two

major settings, and interactions between original “jet-age”
characters and their parodies created by Publick and Hammer.
Its conclusion will attempt some predictions about the shape
of the Venture-Verse to come. Essentially, it will make the
case

that

the

parodies

who

most

resemble

their

original

characters form one natural “boundary” to the Venture-Verse,
and the Guild of Calamitous Intent another.
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Wiping a Shit-Eating Grin onto Mount Rushmore
The

primary

source

barrier

material

separating

is

the

The

Venture

transition

Bros.

from

from

its

modernity

to

postmodernity. That barrrier is a fuzzy line at best, but
sociologist

Robert

Keel

and

others

peg

the

US

as

having

crossed it with the demolition of the St. Louis Pruitt-Igoe
housing projects, throughout the years 1972-76 (Pruitt-Igoe
and the End of Modernity). These buildings were considered a
marvel

of

modern

engineering,

including

prominently

its

ability to bring vast resources to bear via hierarchical modes
of organization. They were a modern world wonder, and it was
hoped that they would harken the end of abject poverty in the
United States. Instead, they bore all the characteristics of
living spaces designed by people totally disconnected from
those for whom they were designed. Crime and drug abuse ran
rampant

in

them,

and

corners

cut

during

their

initial

construction cost the State of Missouri untold millions as the
years bore on. Agrarian studies scholar James C. Scott has
described dozens of similar rude awakenings in Seeing Like a
State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have
Failed. His examples are truly global, including the utopian
planned cities of Brasilia and Magnetogorsk, and such utterly
failed agricultural reforms as Tanzania’s ujamaa villagization
campaign and China’s Great Leap Forward.
The settings gradually accreted by Hanna-Barbera’s, Marvel’s,
and DC’s myriad writers throughout the 50s and 60s were also
utopian

projects.

These

visions

of

the

past,

present,

and

future had very little overarching system to unify them in any
logical way, but each had its own unique willful ignorance
that

pervaded

every

character,

every

situation,

and

every
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moral

intended

for

conveyance.

These

worlds

were

without

systematic oppression. In them, the powerful deserved to be
powerful,

and

the

governments

–

protection.

Drug

weak

could

count

on

their

national

or even on the kindness of strangers
abuse,

pedophilia,

sociopathy,

–

for

blinding

national pride, unforgivable but socially acceptable violence,
and a host of other inadequacies in the human condition were
all absent from this American self-image doled out to the
children of World War II veterans.
These very same human habits are The Venture Bros.’ bread and
butter. In some respects it inverts its subject matter, and in
others all it does is fill in glaringly obvious gaps. How did
Benton Quest keep his fortune restocked even while spending it
in fits that would make the International Atomic Energy Agency
blush? Implicitly, US taxpayers footed his bills by buying the
products of his intellect for purposes of their own national
defense. Hence Thaddeus Venture makes his money the same way,
but with an air of fear and desperation we all find more
familiar than Dr. Quest’s easy living, and with bloodthirsty
raving military officers as intermediaries between him and his
source of funds. Where did The Mystery Gang get its food, and
was their only reliable source of shelter really The Mystery
Machine? The Venture Bros. answers with a resounding, “Drugs
kept their appetites suppressed,” and a resigned, “How could
they

afford

anything

else?”

The

whole

problem

of

their

lifestyle is both answered and turned on its head by the
following

exchange

in

the

episode

“¡Viva

los

Muertos!,”

between Fred analogue Ted and Daphne analogue Patty.
Patty: Ted, you said I could see my parents.
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Ted: This was on the way, Patty.
Patty: We’ve been driving to my
house for ten years. You promised.

parents’

Ted: Patty, being out of your box isn’t a
right, it’s a privilege. You don’t want to
go back in your box do you?
Here Scooby’s pals are pulled out of the past and filled out
by the addition of abuse and power relations, which all of us
experience in a less hyperbolic form than this, and which
Scooby-Doo’s

original

viewers

were

meant

not

to

expect

in

their adult lives and in the utopian future of their society.
The Plucky Teenage Detective and the Hyper-Intelligent Evil
Gorilla
These

two

Silver
similar

Age

sources
comics

utopian

of

inspiration

and

the

strain,

but

for

The

Hanna-Barbera
other

than

Venture
corpus

that

do

–

Bros.

–

have

a

not

much

resemble one another. The Hanna-Barbera canon was a world of
do-gooders and no-goodniks, whereas even amidst the innocence
of the Silver Age, comics had a noticeably more mature subject
matter. People were killed in them, some of the world’s evils
were

recognized,

and

something

akin

to

real

struggle

was

required for the good guy to come out on top. In addition,
calling either of these settings a canon, or even a contained
and organized setting, is an exaggeration. Characters from one
show or comic would have cameos in another, crossovers and
spinoffs would be created, but no one was really ensuring that
it was all coherent or consistent. So how, within The Venture
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Bros.,

do

the

parodies

of

these

two

dissimilar

settings

interact?
In an interview with libertarian rag Reason.com, Publick laid
out The Venture Bros.’ division of labor:
Doc Hammer came up with the Guild [of Calamitous Intent]. I
avoided

creating

something

like

that

just

because

I

had

written The Tick, which was a superhero parody show, and we
came up with reasons for these villains to do what they do.
That is the more superheroish side of our show, of The Venture
Brothers. Doc comes in at that exact angle: Why the hell do
these idiots do this stuff?
Hammer and Publick, then, each specialize in parodying one of
the two main sources of material for The Venture Bros. Publick
created the show as a response and update to Hanna-Barbera
style cartoons, along with the Hardy Boys series and other
such pulp fiction, and Hammer added to the show its superhero
flair.
The show has three organizations that mirror groups in comic
books: The Office of Secret Intelligence or O.S.I., based both
on

Marvel’s

S.H.I.E.L.D.

and

on

G.I.

Joe;

the

Guild

of

Calamitous Intent, which draws on inspiration from a host of
villainous supergroups in comics, like HYDRA and the Secret
Society of Supervillains/Legion of Doom/Injustice League; and
Impossible
genius

Industries,

Richard

the

Impossible

vehicle
that

for

very

billionaire
much

super-

resembles

the

corporate resources at Reed Richards’, A.K.A. Mr. Fantastic’s,
disposal.
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The first and last of these organizations are heroic and thus
darker than those they are based on, much in the same way The
Mystery Gang are. O.S.I. manipulates the American government
and

tortures

ignoring

his

agents
family

of

Sphinx.

and

Reed

lording

Richards’

over

other

habits
heroes

of
are

ballooned out into pathological traits – until he becomes a
full-fledged villain. Costumed heroes throughout the VentureVerse receive something of a Watchmen treatment, with their
violent

double

lives,

false

promises,

and

deep-seated

psychological problems on prominent display. The Guild, on the
other hand, is a characteristically tame and limited version
of megalomaniacal comic book groups.
In another sense, the Guild does not resemble anything in
comics, and this is a feature that can actually distinguish
the shape of this setting from those it bases itself on. The
Guild is beneath and behind more familiar villains and groups
of

villains,

regulating

them

and

implicitly

doing

so

in

concert with the O.S.I. By its presence, the Venture-Verse is
in many respects deeper and wider than any comic book setting.
It serves both as a longrunning comment on such settings, and
as a guess as to how the characters that populate them could
ever function in the real world. At its simplest, the Guild is
an answer not to the question Publick poses above, but to its
corollary,

“How

abstractly,

it

placing

do
forms

supervillains

these
one
in

idiots

boundary
a

do
to

slightly

this
the

stuff?”

More

Venture-Verse

more

believable

by
and

systematic world than comic books and cartoons exist in.
Other characters who act alone or in small groups and are not
deeply entrenched in a wider organization

–

like Dr. Byron
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Orpheus, his ally Jefferson Twilight, or “Bright Lights, Dean
City’s” Brown Widow – have a more purely comic role. Neither
is meant to convey all that deep an observation on the wellloved characters Dr. Strange or Spider-Man; for the most part
Publick

and

Hammer

just

mine

those

characters’

bodies

of

literature for jokes. In Twilight’s case, they mine the small
body of literature surrounding the Marvel character Blade.
The Existential Horror of Meeting One’s Own Doppelganger
All of this would make for a rather straightforward premise if
not for the complications Publick and Hammer continuously add
to the show. From the second half of season one onward, actual
Hanna-Barbera characters begin to appear. Brock Samson meets
Race Bannon, Jonas Venture Jr. meets a very adult Jonny Quest,
and Thaddeus Venture goes into boy hero group therapy with him
and the Hardy Boys. Though Brock Samson states that the boys’
face-to-face encounter with their own clones sends them into
“some kind of saw-your-own-clone coma,” these other equally
identity-defying

meetings

don’t

seem

to

test

the

defied

identities of their participants (“¡Viva los Muertos!”). These
characters are much closer and more particular parodies than
the show’s main cast, and can be thought of as a natural
boundary

to

the

Venture-Verse,

in

that

no

character

can

legally resemble one outside the setting any more than these
do.
Race Bannon first appears in one the show’s high-paced and
mildly surreal opening gambits, that preluding the episode
“Ice Station Impossible!” He succeeds at escaping a plane full
of Nat King Cobra’s henchmen and leaving a grenade in it, only
to have its wing hit him on the way down. His parachute lands
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him safely on a suburban block, where children unceremoniously
play with his body and spy gadgets, but he still dies of his
injuries soon after Brock Samson and the boys discover him
there. As a first-season event this is significant: within
moments of seeing an original Hanna-Barbera character for the
first time, we watch him treated utterly without dignity by
children, and then listen to his parody speak of having worked
with him, and finally watch the boys’ faces twist with disgust
when his bowels unclench at the moment of death. In a later
flashback, Bannon is depicted cleaning himself up after some
casual and brutal torture of a Sphinx agent (“The Invisible
Hand of Fate”)
Between Bannon and Brock Samson, as it were, stand a whole
slew of characters who are depicted as literally being adult
versions of the characters they parody, who are much more
similar to those characters than Richard Impossible or Byron
Orpheus are to those they parody, and who likewise have much
more similar names. From Jonny Quest come Action Jonny, Radji,
and Dr. Z, standing in for Jonny himself, Hadji, and Dr. Zin,
respectively. From the Hardy Boys series come Dale and Lance
Hale. Jonny is a sort of washed-up child star whose daddy
issues and pill addictions dwarf those of Thaddeus Venture.
Radji is seen only once, working in a call center for Jonas
Venture, Jr. and hosting Jonny at his house against his wife’s
wishes

(“The

Doctor

is

Sin”).

Dr.

Z

appears

in

several

episodes that feature Jonny, and like many a villain in The
Venture

Bros.,

seems

to

have

a

much

happier

life

and

to

understand the performative nature of the “arching” lifestyle
much better than heroes tend to. Lance and Dale Hale, voiced
expertly by Seth Green and Jon Hodgman respectively, attend
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one

“boy

adventurer

group

therapy”

with

Thaddeus,

Jonny,

Captain Sunshine’s former ward Wonderboy, and the enigmatic
Ro-Boy. Characteristic of heroes in The Venture Bros., Lance
and Dale hate each other, aren’t any good at sleuthing or
fighting,

and

had

so

unhealthy

a

childhood

that

Lance

is

implied to have murdered their father (“Self-Medication”).
All

of

these

characters

other

than

Dr.

Z

share

a

dysfunctionality that surpasses most of the more conventional
parody characters on The Venture Bros., but this is generally
true of heroes on the show compared to villains. Aside from
their dark undersides, all of them – and most especially Race
Bannon – are so similar to the characters they parody that no
character could legally resemble them more than these do and
be

featured

in

the

show.

This

makes

them

another

natural

boundary, in a different way than the Guild of Calamitous
Intent.
We

can

conclude

from

these

investigations

that

no

new

characters will be introduced to the show who are closer to
those they parody than Race Bannon’s is. We can also conclude
that any villains introduced who do not willingly accept Guild
restrictions – the type that Sphinx supposedly specializes in
combating, even though none have been focused upon as yet –
will

be

more

realistic

than

any

that

have

so

far

been

introduced. Finally, it’s worth anticipating that the Guild
vs. O.S.I. superstructure, in any case, will not be abandoned
or overcome throughout the show.
The very notion of characters who do not endorse 50s and 60s
American morality overcoming those who do, and of the latter
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being shown up as shallow, dishonest, or naive, pervades the
show and will certainly continue to do so. This relationship
to The Venture Bros.’ parodied material may not be as close to
the heart of the show as many realize, however. Some fans may
be surprised to learn that, in that same Reason.com interview,
Publick stated that The Venture Bros. is
me voicing my disappointment that we don’t
have that kind of magic going on any more,
that level of enthusiasm and hope. That
extends to the kind of cultural stuff that
was going on in the 60s, a youthful
generation thinking they could change the
world. I’m voicing my displeasure at having
been born in a time when some of that magic,
for lack of a better word, is gone, and some
of those promises that were made in all of
our pop culture were never met.
If he’s displeased that we no longer act like we did in the
heady early days of the Baby Boom era, why do he and Hammer
consistently punish characters who seem to – like General
Treister, one-time head of O.S.I., and the writers’ distinct
rendition of Race Bannon? It’s a question they’ll have to
answer at the next convention’s installment of “Let’s All
Smoking.”
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Let me start by asking a question: which ninja turtle would Dr.
Venture be? Or put another way, if the central foursome from The
Venture Bros. had chosen the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
instead of Star Wars for their group costume in “LoveBheits” (S.2 E.20), who would have worn the red bandana? Who
would have held the katana? Who would have yelled, “Cowabunga”?
You might be surprised to find out that these are hard
questions, and that the answers depend on quite a lot. We’ll
circle back around to the answers in a second, but for now I
need to explain why you should care about thinking of the
Ventures as turtles in the first place. First, some background.

Culture and humor site Cracked.com began a video series in July
of 2010 called “After Hours” in which four members of the
website’s staff sit “at an all-night diner dissecting the
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minutiae of comics, movies, memes and more.”1 It is in the
seventh episode of the series that the show’s hosts ask each
other, and by extension we the viewers, what they call “life’s
most important question:” which ninja turtle are you? The
question refers to the four primary characters—Leonardo,
Donatello, Raphael, Michelangelo—of the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtle franchise, which has been realized in comic books,
cartoons, movies, and videos games since the 1980s. The
importance of this particular question, the hosts argue, is that
while other teams of heroes always have a best of favorite
character, there is no one best or favorite ninja turtle because
everyone likes the turtle whose personality is most like their
own. The four hosts go on to claim their favorite respective
turtles (each different from one another) and weigh the
importance of this phenomenon.

2

This video theorizes and illustrates what we can call a “turtle
typology.” I argue, however, that the “After Hours” video that
proposes this turtle typology does not fully and satisfactorily
develop it. There are numerous examples of media which cohere to
1

http://www.cracked.com/series/after-hours/ (accessed 1/27/2013).

It bears mentioning that the conceit of the video is that the three male
characters know all about the ninja turtles and must teach the fourth female
member. In my eyes this is an unnecessary and implausible convention,
exacerbated rather than solved by the female character’s subsequent knowledge
of the four humors and the three males’ complete ignorance of the same.
2
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their version of the turtle typology, but there are others which
reveal its underlying incompleteness. The Venture Bros. is one
such piece of media. Just like TMNT, The Venture Bros. revolves
around a central group of four distinct characters: Dr. Venture,
Brock, Hank, Dean. These four characters and their relationships
to one another prove that the turtle typology as theorized by
the “After Hours” team does not achieve the universalism they
claim for it. This is why a Venture Studies approach to the
turtle typology is important—it not only provides yet another
rich interpretive frame for The Venture Bros., it prompts the
refinement of the turtle typology as an effective analytic tool.
In this paper, then, I will outline the turtle typology as
described by the “After Hours” video, perform a close reading of
the “After Hours” crew’s set of case studies, and lastly I will
propose an updated version of the typology for the The Venture
Bros’ central foursome.

The Turtle Typology Examined
According to the “After Hours” crew, the turtles represent the
four basic types of people which tend to make up and work
together in groups. A quick or surface-level description of
these four types is: leader, thinker, skeptic, wildcard. These
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four types are confirmed most prominently in the original TMNT
cartoon series’ opening theme:
Leonardo lead's, Donatello does machines.
(that's a fact jack)
Rapheal [sic] is cool but crude,
Rapheal: (give me a break)
Michaelangelo [sic] is a party dude.
Michaelangelo: (party)3 4
In addition to the four turtle-versions of these types, the
strongest theoretical connection the “After Hours” crew makes is
to the historical concept of the four humors. According to the
video, these four types map onto the turtles one for one:
Leonardo is Choleric (“ambitious”), Donatello is Phlegmatic
(“shy and pragmatic”), Raphael is Melancholic (“sensitive”),
Michelangelo is Sanguine (“impulsive”).5 It is this direct
connection to a far older theory of character types which
facilitates the “After Hours” crew’s claim that these four can
be found in many or most groups of four. In fact, they go on to
claim that the four types express something fundamental about
group dynamics—that the differences between the types is what
Lyrics taken from http://www.toontracker.com/lyrics/tmnt%20lyrics.htm
(accessed January 28, 2013).
3

Worth noting here that the first two turtles are characterized by actions
(leading, doing) while the second two are characterized by states of being
(is cool, is a dude).
4

The quoted text is how Katie Willert describes them in the “After Hours”
video.
5
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allows heterogenous groups to function as coherent and effective
wholes.

If we accept as the “After Hours” crew suggests that the turtle
typology is based on the system described by the four humors,
then the typology’s subsequent application to other foursome’s
need only fit the criteria of ambition, pragmatism, sensitivity,
and impulsiveness. The “After Hours” video applies the typology
to five other foursomes. The chart below summarizes their
assignments for these additional foursomes.6

Humors

TMNT

Sex/
City

Scooby

Seinfeld

Beatles

Melancholic

Raphael

Phlegmatic

Fan. 4

Miranda

Daphne

Elaine

Lennon

Thing

Donatello

Carrie

Velma

George

Harrison

Invisible

Choleric

Leonardo

Charlotte

Fred

Jerry

McCartney

Fantastic

Sanguine

Michelangelo

Samantha

Shaggy

Kramer

Starr

Torch

The graphics used in the episode are incorrect. The images for the various
bodily humors animate at the right time but attach to the wrong rows.
6
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Leonardo: responsibility and charisma, but
also ambition and duty.
Donatello: genius and talent, but also
reserve and lack of emotion.
Raphael: sensitivity and loyalty, but also
skepticism and sarcasm.
Michelangelo: energy and enthusiasm, but
also brashness and gullibility.
It’s important to note the lack of a single protagonist.
Leonardo is the presumed leader but not the narrator. In fact,
the 1990 live action movie adaptation of TMNT has a despondent
Raphael as the ostensible protagonist, working out a bout of
pitch-perfect teenage angst.
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(L) Charlotte: honor-bound.
(D) Carrie: intelligent.
(R) Miranda: independent.
(M) Samantha: adventurous.
First, we must fully reconcile ourselves to the idea that the
“After Hours” does not consider Carrie to be a Leonardo. It
would appear that this categorization comes from two facts: that
1) Carrie is a professional writer and must therefore be smart,
and 2) that Charlotte’s dedication to Christianity is an
analogue to Leonardo’s dedication to honor or justice. These
four ladies also give us our first glimpse of Raphael-asoutsider: in this case signaled by Miranda’s red hair, and also
by her relatively more androgynous visual style. This presages
other foursomes of three men and one woman which tend to
overwhelmingly cast the lone female as Raphael.
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(L) Freddy: upstanding citizen.
(D) Velma: brilliant investigator.
(R) Daphne: cautious red-head.
(M) Shaggy/Scooby: whimsical slackers.
Daphne’s role as Raphael here reinforces both the red hair and
sexual difference trend hinted at by Miranda.7 Also, the
conflation of Shaggy and Scooby into a single character role is
interesting as it implies a method for applying the turtle
typology to non-foursome groups.

Yes, Velma is also a woman, but a largely de-sexualized one. Therefore,
Daphne’s exaggerated or emphasized femininity marks her as the sexual from
the other three (four) characters.
7
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(L) Jerry: protagonist and hub of the group
friendship.
(D) George: calculating mastermind of
schemes.
(R) Elaine: sensitive and prone to betrayal.
(M) Kramer: wild ideas and lack of
forethought.
Jerry and Kramer are both easy assignments. A short
consideration of George reveals his role as “smarter” than the
rest (he is the only one that wears glasses—aka is a geek—aka is
Donatello). Elaine also fits nicely into our proposal of
Raphael-as-sexual-difference.
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(L) Paul McCartney: fan-favorite, and ofttimes spokesperson.
(D) George Harrison: considered “the talent”
by many, quiet and serious.
(R) John Lennon: considered relative to Yoko
Ono, both outsider and sexual
difference.
(M) Ringo Starr: considered imprecise,
impetuous, and fun-loving.
The Beatles might seem tricky given that they were living people
rather than fictional characters, but given the scale of their
largely performative public personas it turns out to be a
comfortable fit. Here we have an additional mobilization of the
Shaggy/Scooby dualism in Lennon/Ono. We also have a nascent
suggestion that instrument-in-band might correlate to type of
turtle, but this is difficult to develop and outside the purview
of this paper.
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(L) Mr. Fantastic: genius stretchy leader.
(D) The Invisible Woman: loyal invisible
wife/sister.
(R) The Human Torch: impulsive fiery little
brother.
(M) The Thing: gruff rock-hard friend.
The Fantastic Four give the turtle typology as imagined by the
“After Hours” crew the most trouble. Mr. Fantastic’s genius
intellect might imply Donatello, but he’s also the leader of the
group.8 The Invisible Woman is considered to be the Donatello,
even though the Raphael-as-sexual-difference trend seems
otherwise unimpeachable. The Human Torch is impulsive, which

This problem—the genius leader problem—is the same that will haunt our
reading of the Ventures. TMNT’s separation of Leo and Don in this regard
proves quite sticky.
8
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might imply Michelangelo, but The Thing has a temper, which
implies the same. It’s not hard to imagine that this is why the
“After Hours” crew does this foursome last, throwing it up with
no explanatory commentary. There simply isn’t an obvious fit.

In many ways, the Fantastic Four maps more easily onto the
central foursome of The Venture Bros. than it does the ninja
turtles. Consider:
Mr. Fantastic as Dr. Venture: genius leader
father.
The Thing as Brock Samson: loyal friend to
the leader, strong, capable of losing
temper.
The Invisible Woman as Dean: reserved and
cautious, most feminine, half of a sibling
pair.
!
The Human Torch as Hank: precocious
youngster, rash, wants approval, half of a
sibling pair.
Compared to the turtles, this venture mapping is a much easier
and more direct fit. Does this mean that the venture brothers
are not an instance of the turtle typology but instead a unique
and distinct typology of their own? Or is there some way we can
link both the Ventures and the Fantastics to the turtles and
their types?
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Ventures as the Turtles’ Tragic Mirror

Leaving aside the question of the Ventures and Fantastics for a
moment, allow me to proceed through three distinct propositions.

First, I believe that any difficulties in assigning turtle types
to the above foursomes stem from the fact that turtle typology
is actually two different typologies mapped onto the ninja
turtles. These two typologies can be considered roles and souls.
One reading of the ninja turtles focuses on their roles within
the group: leader, thinker, skeptic, wildcard. The four humor
based reading, though, is based on internal characteristics:
aspiration, pragmatism, sensitivity, impulsiveness. However, it
is only coincidence that in the case of the turtles that leader
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coincides with aspiration, thinker coincides pragmatism, and so
on.

The difference between the soul/role aspects of the turtle
typology is best illustrated by considering It’s Always Sunny in
Philadelphia. The central foursome of Always Sunny not only
embodies the roles of the turtle typology, they explicitly
discuss this in a number of episodes. While never referencing
the turtles, Dennis, Mac, and Charlie have conversations in
several episodes (perhaps most notably in “The Gang Solves the
Gas Crisis” S.4 E.2 and “The Gang Recycles Their Trash” S.8 E.2)
about their respective roles in “the gang.” Dennis and Mac
debate about which one of them is “the leader” and which “the
brains,” while all agree that Charlie is “the wildcard.” Dee is
never included in these discussion, but that only further
reinforces her as the skeptical, excluded, lone female outsider—
Raphael.9

The point being that while the Always Sunny gang maps perfectly
onto the turtles’ roles, it’s not because of their embodiment of
the categories of ambition, pragmatism, sensitivity, and

Here, of course, I am pushing Frank’s character out of consideration. I read
him as either a floating Scooby (the composite second half to any number of
characters) or the Splinter (providing a mentor-like figure or debauchery).
9
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impulsiveness. Each and every character in Always Sunny is a
perfect storm of ambition, sensitivity, and impulse with no
shred of pragmatism to be seen. This helps us imagine that we
need not conform foursomes to both role-in-the-group and aspectof-humor in order to qualify as a turtle-like foursome. In which
case, we can reconsider the Ventures according to only one of
those systems. While leader, thinker, skeptic, wildcard do not
easily fit the ventures, the characters of the four humors—the
soul—get much closer. Consider:
!
(Ambition) Rusty: wants to live up to
father, wants gorgeous women, wants gov’t.
money.
(Pragmatism) Brock: takes his job seriously,
the only one to solve problems.
(Sensitivity) Dean: scared of upsetting
others, has his feelings hurt by Hank.
(Impulsiveness) Hank: tries to prove himself
to Brock, chooses bad friends, joins
[spoiler].
I believe that while this mapping gets us around the genius
leader problem, that it’s still an awkward fit. Couldn’t we say
that Rusty’s real problem is his lack of ambition? That he never
pursued what he wanted? Isn’t Brock’s problem that he isn’t
pragmatic? Using too much force, flying into rages? Is Dean too
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sensitive, or too out of touch with reality? Is Hank really that
impulsive, or is he just kind of dumb?

This leads me to my second major proposal: a new interpretation
of the soul half of the turtle typology. Instead of basing it on
the four characters of the four humors as the “After Hours” crew
does, I believe we should look to more contemporary systems of
belief.10 This would replace ambition, pragmatism, sensitivity,
and impulsiveness with moralism, agnosticism, solipsism, and
hedonism. These four “-isms” not only map directly onto the
turtles, they also accommodate other irregularities in the
previous case studies. Leonardo is not ambitious, he’s
moralistic. Donatello isn’t pragmatic, he’s agnostic. Raphael
isn’t sensitive so much as he is self-centered, solipsistic. And
Michelangelo...his impulses are born of hedonism. Re-reading the
turtles this way offers us an exciting new perspective on the
Ventures.

This move comes from lengthy discussion of the Sex in the City problem. We
can either consider the Carrie/Charlotte situation listed above as a miscategorization, or we can try and find a way to justify their current
assignment. The system to follow was birthed from that line of thought, but
developed further after discussion with Tim Hwang, Lea Rosen, John Shutt, and
Michelle Forelle made it clear that this new system had more value to offer
than simply solving the Sex in the City situation.
10
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The Venture Bros. is famously a show “about failure.”11 In many
cases, that failure is the failure of the modernist vision of
mid-twentieth century super-science. Adventure! Atomics! Men!
That’s the dream; the reality becomes what The Venture Bros.
shows us—failure. This failure is what clarifies the Ventures’
relationship to our four new “-isms.” My third proposition: the
central foursome of The Venture Bros. relate to the “-isms” of
the turtle typology through an inversion. They are the negation
of the turtles beliefs.

Rusty Venture is the failure of moralism. He
has no moral compass.
Brock Samson is the lack of agnosticism. He
is too invested, too emotional.
Hank Venture is the inverse of solipsism. He
is worried about what everyone else thinks.
Dean Venture is the opposite of hedonism. He
simply cannot pursue pleasure of any sort.
If we are going to incorporate the Ventures into a turtle
typology, this is how I argue it is most interesting to do so.
More than just matching up the roles played by members of the
team, we need to scrutinize the characters internal orientations
and then be ready to acknowledge the degree to which they fall

Taken from the article here: http://reason.com/archives/2007/04/17/thehorrible-truth-about-super (accessed 1/26/2013).
11
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short. And as always, The Venture Bros. offer us a tragic mirror
to both the fictitious and the real—our turtles; our selves.

Postscript: Further Study
This examination of the turtle typology really only scratches
the surface. A more rigorous program of analysis would first
pursue the vectors: applying the typology to a greater range of
foursomes, and performing close readings of actual episodes/
texts/media in order to determine how various characters are
established as belonging to a particular category. These are
actions beyond the scope of this paper, but rich sources of
interpretive work for the future.

“PAPA SMURF HAS A F***ING BEARD”:
VENTURE BROTHERS AS FAN THEORY
TIM HWANG
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Narrative as Logical Calculus
Universes developed in fictional narratives embed within them an
implicit logical calculus: an underlying system of rules and
assumed axioms about how that imaginary space operates.
There is nothing mystical about this assertion. In order to make
a narrative communicative and cognizable to an audience, the
author needs to provide some consistent ruleset for the
narrative to stand on from one fictional moment to the next.
This is not to say that the fundamental logical calculus of a
narrative must be static, or wooden in its application. The wide
scope of narrative fiction embraces an entire spectrum of more
or less volatile calculii.
Sitcom television (see, e.g. Seinfeld, Friends, the US Office)
lies on one end of this spectrum, in which the rules of the game
change infrequently, if ever at all. Each episode is simply an
expression that operates within the bounds of the axioms and
formal rules that are fixed at the inception of the fictional
universe. No matter how wacky the antic or dire the straits, the
characters return to their initial positions again before the
curtain goes up on the subsequent episode.
To the middle of the spectrum lies fictional universes operating
with a defined narrative arc. Movies -- with their limited time
to tell a complete, self-contained story -- often permit
significantly higher variance in their narrative calculus. The
villain is the protagonist’s father, the goofy bookshop owner
marries the famous celebrity, the dinosaurs escape from their
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cages, and so on. Despite these changes, some aspects of the
scenario described remain fixed over the course of the story.
At the furthest other end of the spectrum are highly unstable
imaginary spaces, in which the entire underlying formal calculus
is changing from moment to moment. Surrealist works capture this
space, aggressively undermining the efforts of the audience to
place the events described into a sensible order.
The short paper explores this general concept to understand the
phenomena of the fan theory and -- specifically -- its
application as a key to understanding what is going on
underneath the surface of Adult Swim’s The Venture Bros.
Fan Theory in the Calculus
An individual narrative story only ever reveals one possible
manifestation of its underlying set of rules. It is, to wit, an
incomplete manifestation of the underlying narrative ruleset.
The frame of the text (or, in the case of film or television,
the literal frame of the screen) limits the audience to only
seeing the particular story the author permits the audience to
see.
However, any given narrative calculus makes possible any number
of stories, far more than the original author might contemplate
or have energy to even complete. Fan fiction appropriates these
rulesets to tell entirely new stories entirely encapsulated
within the imaginary space that the original narrative takes
place in. In short, fan fiction explores the creative and
narrative space made possible by a given set of assumptions and
axioms.
3
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The aim of the fan theory is quite different. Rather than
constructing new expressions with a given ruleset, the fan
theory aims to compute the logical outcomes of the axioms and
rules of the imaginary space itself. Rather than exploring the
narrative space that operates under the aegis of the rules as in
fan fiction, the purpose is to provide a more complete
theoretical description of the underlying ruleset that makes
those stories possible. It also may provide alternative rules
consistent with and running parallel with the plotline that may
give an entirely different interpretation to the events of a
given storyline.
The results of this analysis can be quite surprising, of course,
because the obvious fact is that these imaginary universes are
just that, imaginary. The universes they create are mere stage
sets designed to work for the purposes of the narrative. There
is no demand that the underlying rules or axioms governing the
fiction be fully functional in all respects. Quite the opposite,
the attempt to “complete” these rulesets often leads to the
finding that the assumptions about the fictional universe are
ultimately conflicting and incoherent.
In the very least, this analysis may necessitate certain
conclusions that seem absurd in order to “fix” the functioning
of the imaginary space described in a narrative. The fan theory
process reveals the cracks in the sets of assumptions that make
a fictional story momentarily believable for the duration of the
novel, film, or episode.

4
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A Taxonomy of the Fan Theory
This preceding description is a bit abstract. Fan theories come
in a variety of different flavors. We attempt a basic taxonomy
below to clarify:
•

Fan theories can be atomistic, that is, they limit
themselves to the set of rules embedded within a given
story or series of stories created by an author. The scope
of the fan theory simply attempts to understand in more
depth a single imaginary space. These theories include, for
instance, the theory that the character of Totoro in My
Neighbor Totoro is, in fact, the Angel of Death. It might
also include the theory that the character of Ferris
Bueller in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off is a mere figment of
the protagonist Cameron’s mind.

•

At the other end of the spectrum, fan theories can be
unifying, in the sense that they create a framework that
allows multiple imaginary universes from multiple authors
to exist under the aegis of a single underlying ruleset.
Most notable here is the Tommy Westphall Universe theory,
which argues that the ending of the 1980s medical drama St.
Elsewhere suggests that all the characters from that show
were simply imagined events from the autistic mind of Tommy
Westphall, a character in the show. And, since the
characters from St. Elsewhere appeared on other shows, it
suggests that those universes are in turn in the
imagination of Tommy Westphall, as well. At last count, the
theory links together 282 television shows over the last
three decades. Similar theories linking smaller sets of
universes also include the concept that the Cartoon
5
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Network’s Samurai Jack and The Powerpuff Girls exist within
the same universe.
•

Another way of differentiating fan theories is by the
outcome of the theory. Fan theories can engage in a
deductive reasoning process. That is, they reason from
broad general principles towards identifying specific facts
within a fictional universe that are never explicitly
revealed within a narrative. One theory, for instance,
argues that the parents in Toy Story are divorced or
separated based on sets of specific incidents that take
place over the series of movies. It also includes the
theory that the Disney movie “Aladdin” takes place far in
the future.

•

Fan theories may also operate inductively. That is, they
work from specific instances in order to come to broad
overarching general propositions about the state of a
fictional universe. This includes such theories as, for
example, the concept that the eponymous cat in the Garfield
comics has been dying since 1989 based on a series of
comics from that period. It also includes theories that the
point of the Jedi order is to die in front of Luke
Skywalker, that Smurfs are Krishna propaganda (from
Linklater’s Slacker) or communist metaphor, that Oz is a
metaphor for the gold standard battle, that James Bond is a
codename and not actually a person, or that R2-D2 was a
long-standing rebel spy.

6
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Venture Bros as Unifying Fan Theory
Against the backdrop of fan theory, Venture Bros is a unique
entity -- an evolving narrative calculus existing not as its own
static exposition in the form of a nerdy blog post or message
board discussion, but taking the form of an episodic television
show.
Venture Bros plays out as ambitiously unifying fan theory. While
the obvious reference point of the show is Jonny Quest, the life
of the show swallows up a vast swath of popular culture -fictional and real -- from the 1960s and 1970s. The numerous
Jonny Quest references exist alongside an equally vibrant
universe of linkages to The Fantastic Four, Led Zeppelin, Scooby
Doo, Cobra Command, Hunter S. Thompson, the Hardy Boys, and
David Bowie, to name just a few.
But these are more than just mere parodies and one-off
references. The show attempts to develop an imaginary space in
which all these different popular culture narratives can
feasibly exist within the same universe. As a result, the show
becomes an engine for fan theoretical deduction: each episode
endlessly churns out the logical implications of individual
fictional universes.
For example, the episode “Viva Los Muertos” reveals Scooby Doo’s
Mystery Machine shambling onwards decades after the original
show, its members burned-out versions of their former selves.
“What Goes Down Must Come Up” reveals that a sufficiently
expansive super-science laboratory would contain large unused
portions entirely forgotten by its owners.

7
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The Venture Bros. is also engaged in working out the
implications of having these universes work in parallel as well.
Making such a broad body of popular culture “work” within a
single imaginary universe cannot be done using the canon itself.
Creating a coherent narrative calculus necessitates all sorts of
innovations on the part of the show’s creators. A system of
permitting and regulated villainy in the form of the Guild of
Calamitous Intent, for instance, allows for and explains the
existence of such stable pairings of hero-villain rivalries seen
in old Hanna-Barbera cartoons. “Powerless in the Face of Death”
deduces that a father would feel comfortable taking his children
on Jonny Quest-style super-science adventures only if his
children were also fungible, easily recovered clones.
Inevitably, these innovations spawn numerous implications of
their own, such that Venture Bros after some time even becomes a
fan theory of itself. This happens on the smallest level -- the
“H” tattooed on Sergeant Hatred’s face turns out in later
episodes to be part of a full “HATRED” tattoo running down the
length of his chest. It also stretches to the most expansive
levels, such as the later-revealed plot point that all the major
characters attended college at the same time.
As the show attempts to work out the implications of such a
universe, the characters are similarly wrapped up in efforts of
their own to understand the fictional world constructed around
them. In addition to dealing with collisions with characters
from other popular culture canons (and the resulting explosions)
that face them, they are often seen debating and probing the
very cultural fabric that makes up the universe of the show.

8
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To that end, the show is at once a fan theory, but is also a
show about fan theorists as well. The show often diverts to show
the characters arguing over these finer points. Henchmen 21 and
24 debate the possibility that Smurfs are egg-laying reptiles in
“Are You There God? It’s Me, Dean.” Doctor Orpheus off-handedly
notes the issue that Aquaman has no secret identity in “Fallen
Arches.” And, “Return to Malice” features an argument over
whether purported sea monsters Nessie or Champ would win in a
fight. Claims over the relative merits of music albums appear
incongruously in “Showdown at Cremation Creek (Part II)” (over
the David Bowie discography) and “I Know Why The Caged Bird
Sings” (over the Led Zeppelin canon).
The Epic Challenge of the Very Mundane
As unifying fan theory, The Venture Bros is insatiable,
ingesting so much popular culture from a period that the scope
of the show rapidly embraces the whole of the period. To that
end, Venture Bros might be argued to be more a fan theory about
the 1960s and 1970s writ large, rather than a fan theory about
any given set of fictional universes.
To that end, what emerges from the Venture Bros is
counterintuitive. The show imports all the expressions of epic
and iconic narrative. We have super-science, super-powers,
super-villains, super-heroes, and fantastic adventures in wild
exotic settings (and time periods).
However, in attempting to unite all these elements successfully
into a coherent fictional universe, the Venture Bros seems to
find that the only underlying calculus of rules and axioms that
“work” are ones that leave all these heroic elements a
9
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pathetically poor fit for the mundane problems they face. “Are
You There, God? It’s Me, Dean” - begins with a thrilling
adventure with Grover Cleveland’s Time Machine, and spends the
remainder of the episode facing off against testicular torsion.
“Escape to the House of Mummies (Part II)” begins with a
parallel universe crossing adventure, but spends most of the
time in a petty debate between science and sorcery. Earlier
episodes set up a mysterious backstory to Billy Quizboy’s
mechanical hand, and “The Invisible Hand of Fate” reveals it to
be the result of a botched entry into a dogfight. And so on.
In all these cases, the massive might of technology and the
individual talents of all the characters face off against
comparatively minor and mundane problems. As the two-episode
“Showdown at Cremation Creek” shows for the present, and “Now
Museum - Now You Don’t” shows for the “past history” of the
Venture-verse, the characters are still quite epic when they
conflict with one another. They are interoperable with the megaconflicts of the world of heroes and villains, but nonfunctional when it confronts the world of tiny problems. In
fact, often the only way the characters of the Venture Bros can
solve (or, simply deal with) the mundane problems is by making
them into problems more consistent with the epic fictional
universes they hail from. “Tag Sale - You’re It” - begins with
Doctor Venture attempting to hold a simple tag sale, but ends
with a hail of bullets and complete implosion.
This makes sense: these superhero worlds that are unified
through the fan-theory-as-universe of the Venture Bros are
specialized tools, designed for resolving epic conflicts and
problems. The only place to run -- the only challenges that
10
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would provide a driving narrative arc in a universe chock-full
of these types of characters and settings -- would be the
mundane challenges that strike at the blind spot of these
imaginary universes.
This is fan theory as induction. As Venture Bros engages in a
multi-season attempt to “solve for” a universe sufficient to
encompass all the heroic and showy elements of 1960s and 1970s
television and music, the universe that emerges as a logical
consequence is the dusty, obsolete wreck of the Venture
Compound. Mundane problems, like the problems of time and aging
and just basic neuroses about things, become the ultimate
threat.
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“I’M NOT A BOY ADVENTURER ANYMORE”:
SUCCESS AND ‘FAILURE’ IN THE VENTURE BROS
LEA ROSEN
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Jackson Publick and Doc Hammer, co-creators of the Venture
Bros., both describe it as being a show “about failure.” In
recorded DVD commentary, Publick describes the “big
picture” failure of the technological utopianism of 60s pop
culture – “the death of the jet-age promises.”1 Hammer’s
take is more granular and character-driven: “It’s about the
beauty of failure. It’s about that failure that happens to
all of us.”2
The Venture Bros. is also an homage to, and parody of, the
60s action-adventure cartoon Jonny Quest. More than any
other adventure series, Jonny Quest provides the structural
framework on which The Venture Bros. is built. This second
theme is the key to understanding the ways in which the
show is not about failure, but success.
The thing that always struck me about
Jonny Quest is: What kind of parent
brings his kid to the Amazon so that
yetis can throw boulders at him? We
were playing with that, that kind of
callous disregard for proper parenting
in the name of the pursuit of science.3
From the start, The Venture Bros. re-cast the Jonny Quest
trope, most significantly by fleshing out the character of
Doctor Thaddeus S. “Rusty” Venture. In the show’s opening
credits, the Venture family sits in the cockpit of their

Commentary for Season 1, Episode 7 (Home Insecurity) available at
http://www.asitecalledfred.com/quickcasts/
venture_bros_1x07_lost_commentary.mp3
1

2

Id.

3

Reason.com, interview with Jackson Publick (April 17, 2007).
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jet, the X-1, in an image directly taken from the intro
credits to Jonny Quest, with Doc in the place of Jonny’s
father, Dr. Benton Quest. But Doctor Venture (Doc) is also
Rusty Venture, Boy Adventurer – his own father, Dr. Jonas
Venture, played the Benton Quest role a generation earlier,
shepherding his son around the world for adventures that
were adapted into a Rusty Venture cartoon show. Doc is a
former child star in the world of superscience, and the
experience left deep psychological scars.
However, the Venture Bros. universe also crosses over
explicitly with the world of Jonny Quest.4 In Twenty Years
to Midnight (S2E05, 2006), we meet Action Jonny, the
Venture-verse’s Jonny Quest. Action Jonny, like Doc, is now
middle-aged (he describes himself as being older than Doc
in the season 4 episode Self-Medication) and fatherless.
Jonny, like Doc, spent his childhood as a famous boy
adventurer. The show thus has two “Jonny Quest” types.
Comparing them, it is clear that when Hammer and Publick
call Doc a “failure,” they are considering a very specific
aspect of his nature.
Doctor Venture
Doc is initially introduced to the audience as Hank and
Dean Venture’s father.

Hank and Dean, Hardy Boys-esque

adolescents with a yen for mysteries and adventure, adore
their distant, inattentive dad. The boys are kidnapped,
These occurrences are discussed in greater detail in "The Contours of
the Venture-Verse." Bensen, N. Journal of Venture Studies. 01.01
(2013).
4
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shot at, tied up, and poisoned – but the real damage seems
to be done at home, where their wide-eyed adoration of
their father is met with crabby disdain.
The psychological trauma inflicted on Hank and Dean,
however, is nothing compared to the picture of Doctor
Venture’s own childhood that forms over the course of the
show’s four seasons. Jonas Venture, far more than his son,
comes to represent the oblivious cruelty of the Quest
family model. By the fourth season, Doc is describing
deliberate, spiteful pranks orchestrated by his father in
an apparent (and apparently successful) attempt to destroy
Rusty’s self-esteem.5 These revelations, seeded throughout
the show’s run, give Doc’s behaviors context. He is “kind
of an asshole, but somebody that you eventually grow to
love.”6
Action Jonny
Action Jonny, on the other hand, is so traumatized by his
death-defying, adventuresome childhood that he is barely
functional. Locked alone in the Quest family’s bathysphere
and helplessly addicted to prescription drugs, Jonny
screams inarticulately at the slightest mention of his
father.7

Assisted Suicide (“What happened today was ‘like’ a nightmare. What
happened when I was sixteen? That was my life.”) (S4E06, 2009).
5

6

The Onion A.V. Club, interview with Jackson Publick (May 30, 2008).
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Twenty Years to Midnight (S2E05, 2006).
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In a third season episode, Jonny is seen in the background
as Rusty’s brother, Jonas Venture, Jr. (J.J.), talks on the
phone to Hadji, Jonny’s former boyhood companion. In a
button-down shirt and tie, Hadji explains to J.J. that
Jonny “is in a bad way,” as Jonny flails about the office
in his underpants, shrieking.8
Later that season, Doc – always on the lookout for new ways
to cash in on his boyhood fame -- organizes a “boy
adventurer” themed day camp at his superscience compound
and prevails upon a number of his more adventuresome
acquaintances to host booths and games at the camp. At the
“Meet Action Jonny” attraction, Jonny paces and rants
incoherently onstage:
Fathers are caring and protective men,
and I don’t have one of those, no, no.
But who cares? Who cares, who cares,
who cares, who cares, who cares… Maybe
I did kill the dog!!! All right? Maybe
I was the lizard man who stole your
precious serum! [screaming] You loved
that serum more than you loved me!
FATHER! FATHER!!!9
The Banality of Success
If we look at The Venture Bros. in this way, a completely
different thematic structure emerges. Venture Bros. focuses
on characters that are good at their jobs. They have
friends and family reliably present in their lives.

8

The Doctor is Sin (S3E02, 2008).

9

The Buddy System (S3E05).
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Doctor Venture, in spite of everyone’s insistence that he
is a complete disaster as a superscientist, invents a
series of functional devices that improve upon or modify
the older technology left behind by his father.10 Doc has
his own business and his own family. His sons love him, and
their bodyguard Brock Samson, by some time in the show’s
second season, explicitly describes the Venture family as
“my family” and has a warm, if totally insane, relationship
with Doc and the boys.
Much of Doc’s perceived failure results from his attempts
to fill his father’s shoes in a postmodern world that no
longer pays much attention to superscientists, boy
adventurers, and costumed villains. Objectively, comparing
him to his most obvious counterpart – Action Jonny – Doc is
by no means a failure. He has overcome the alarming trauma
of his childhood and emerged more or less intact as a
person. He may not be a good man, but he’s not a bad one,
either.
The definition of failure as a kind of self-reflective
inability to live up to one’s own admittedly distorted
ambitions leaves open an another interpretation: that
failure is in the mind, and that persistent failure is
characterized by nothing so much as an inability to be
objective about one’s strengths. Failure, as Hammer and
Publick use the term, is associated more closely with
Beginning with the Oo Ray in the series pilot, the list of Venture’s
functioning inventions includes the Joy Can, the Metasonic Locator,
Venturestein, the Walking Eye (a personal favorite), Guardo, and,
arguably, Hank and Dean themselves.
10
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banality than incapacity. Nowhere is this association more
apparent than in Hammer and Publick’s description of
themselves as failures:
Growing older is all about learning how
much everything sucks. Learning how all
the magic that you believed in when you
were a kid is either explainable, or
doesn't exist. Or is stupid.11
Venture’s life is a regular success, it’s just not a superscientastic one. Nowhere is this more stark than in the
Season 3 episode The Doctor is Sin, in which the magical
life coach Dr. Henry Killinger shows Doc the way to superscience success – a vision of the life he could have if he
switched sides, joined the Guild of Calamitous Intent, and
became a supervillain. Doc is oblivious to the direction
Killinger’s guidance is headed until the last possible
moment, and after refusing Killinger’s proposal stammers to
his bodyguard:
Doc: He… he thinks I’m a… Brock, am I a
bad person?
Brock: What the hell just happened?
Doc: Am I, Brock?12
Doc’s trauma, his pill addiction, his freaky nightmares –
they’re the price of his father’s fame. When confronted
with a similar choice, Doc pulls back. On some level, he’s
failed again; Killinger’s assessment of his suppressed
Commentary for Season 1, Episode 7 (Home Insecurity) available at
http://www.asitecalledfred.com/quickcasts/
venture_bros_1x07_lost_commentary.mp3
11
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The Doctor is Sin at 20:30 (S3E02, 2008).
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anger and jealousy is pretty accurate. Doc has the
petulant, callous makings of a supervillain and could be
good at it. But on another level, he’s passed Killinger’s
test. Doc is unwilling to destroy the almost-normal
existence he’s struggled to attain his whole adult life.
“I’m not a boy adventurer any more.”13
The failure that characterizes Hammer and Publick’s
creation is the failure of dreams, or ambitions, or pie-inthe-sky promises. It is the failure of adulthood to live up
to the dreams of childhood – which is a reasonable
interpretation, if you start from the assumption that
perpetual childhood is the best anyone can hope for.
A core of ironic truth keeps The Venture Bros. rooted in
reality, in spite of its absurdity. Doc feels like a
failure because he grew up, but his circumstances are such
that growing up makes him anything but a failure. In the
words of his creator:
Don’t forget that failure isn’t the
catastrophic end of people—failure is
how people learn. … The way we deal
with failure is that people try, and
sometimes their attempt is bad but they
move on. Sometimes they learn from it,
sometimes they repeat it. … Inside of
failure is your only chance for doing
anything good.
-- Doc Hammer
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BILLY’S ROBOTIC HAND:
CREATING A MYTHOLOGY BY ACCIDENT
JOHN SHUTT
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Two

of

the

most

important

recurring

characters

on

The

Venture Bros. are Billy Quizboy, a hydrocephalic 37-yearold

"boy genius", and

his friend Pete White, a slacker

albino former talk show host. They first appear as rivals
to Dr. Thaddeus "Rusty" Venture in The Terrible Secret of
Turtle Bay, the Flash-animated pilot that aired a year and
a half before the first season of the show. The pilot also
includes the first appearances of The Monarch, the primary
antagonist

of

the

show,

and

future

series

regulars

Dr.

Girlfriend, Professor Impossible, and General Manhowers.1
These

cameos,

combined

with

allusions

to

off-screen

characters who become important later in the series, give
the impression that the creators of The Venture Bros. had
outlined a detailed mythology2
series

was

even

and story arc before the

greenlighted.

The

fascinating

truth,

revealed in DVD commentaries, interviews, and convention
appearances, is that Billy Quizboy, Pete White, and even
The Monarch were meant to be throwaway characters who never
appear again outside of the pilot.
In fact, Pete and Billy are not even given names in the
pilot. They are "Albino Scientist" and "Hydrocephalic Child
Scientist,"

human-shaped

bundles

of

visual

quirks

who

wander on stage briefly to deliver a couple of lines in
funny voices. (Pete has an exaggerated New England accent,

1! “The Terrible Secret of Turtle Bay.” The Venture Bros. Adult Swim.
N.d. Television.
2! Stories that take place in a setting dramatically different from the
real world often have a “mythology,” which explains the rules of the
world and how it came to be the way that it is. Mythologies are
particularly common in stories with science fiction or fantasy
elements.
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and Billy has a pronounced lateral lisp.) Series creators
Doc Hammer and Jackson Publick described the genesis of the
characters at San Diego Comic-Con in 2011.
Doc: "These guys [Billy and Pete] really
came from the background."
Jackson: “Background guys from the pilot,
and we just always wanted to make everybody
look as interesting and weird as possible.
Oh, what's that guy's story? We'll never
know. And then we turn them into main
characters. [Laughs]”3
Billy's appearance is a dramatic reflection of this: In
addition to being a hydrocephalic dwarf with a lisp, he is
missing his left eye, which he covers with an eyepatch, and
his left hand and lower arm are robotic. For a walk-on
walk-off character, this is a just a bit of visual flair.
But when Billy Quizboy became a recurring character, his
missing eye and robotic hand became mysteries that viewers
wanted to have explained. Taking a look at the mystery of
Billy Quizboy's robotic hand will help us understand how
The Venture Bros. developed an intricate mythology almost
by

accident,

as

a

natural

byproduct

of

the

episode-by-

episode writing process.
There have been 55 episodes of The Venture Bros. so far,
along with three holiday specials. With the exception of
Season Two's ¡Viva Los Muertos!, written by Ben Edlund, and
two early episodes where Edlund receives a story credit,
every episode was written entirely by series creators Doc
3! “SDCC 2011: The Venture Bros. Panel.” Adult Swim. N.p., n.d. Web. 30
Jan. 2013.
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Hammer and Jackson Publick. Doc and Jackson also direct and
edit each episode, draw character designs, perform many of
the voices on the show, and contribute visual effects and
music.4

Their creative control over every aspect of

The

Venture Bros. is comparable only to the control Louis C.K.
has over Louie, another unusual, low-budget cable comedy
(albeit a live-action one) that attracts critical plaudits
and

an

intense

fan

base.

Both

shows

are

products

of

a

fracturing television landscape, where mass-market appeal
is no longer as necessary for a show to get renewed, and a
show that reflects the uncompromising vision of its creator5
can thrive, even if that vision limits the potential size
of the audience. Adult Swim, the Cartoon Network division
that produces The Venture Bros., is particularly well known
for giving showrunners extraordinary creative control.6
One consequence of this is that the creators of The Venture
Bros. understand their side characters more intimately than
writers on shows with larger creative teams, since every
piece of action and dialogue is written by Doc and Jackson
personally.

Doc

has

said,

“[For]

every

background

character, people that you might not even notice, we have
an obsessive list of what these people do every day.”7 On a

4! “Full Cast and Crew for 'The Venture Bros.'” IMDb. IMDb.com, n.d.
Web. 30 Jan. 2013.
5! Although The Venture Bros. has two creators, Doc Hammer and Jackson
Publick often joke that they are actually one person, sharing the
same brain.
6! Cohen, Alan. “Swimming Against The Tide.” Fast Company. N.p., 1 Jan.
2005. Web. 30 Jan. 2013.
7! “Venture Bros. NYC Comic Con Panel '10.” Adult Swim. N.p., n.d. Web.
30 Jan. 2013.
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serialized show with a large staff, characters are written
in a more

fragmented way. First, the writers must come

together to agree on the role of the characters in the
overall

story

arc,

or

receive

marching

orders

from

a

showrunner. Then, they break into pairs or solo teams to
write the actual episodes, where much of the personalities
of the characters will be defined. It is usually the role
of the showrunner or lead writer to fit these disparate
pieces together. On The Venture Bros., there are only two
writers, and they are working directly with each other at
all times. As a result, throwaway characters are able to
evolve into major characters without breaking a story arc
planned
struggle

out
to

in

advance,

understand

and

the

unfamiliar

writers

don't

characters

need

to

created

by

someone else. Discrepancies in characterization are common
in serialized stories with multiple writers, and tend to
grow

more

pronounced

the

longer

the

series

runs.

The

Venture Bros. jokes about this phenomenon in the Season
Four episode Pomp & Circuitry, where Hank Venture lists
“Batman” twice on his list of ideal careers, explaining,
“Number three is Golden Age

Batman, and

number four

is

Post-Crisis Batman. They're like two completely different
Batmen.”8
The only reason a quirky, nameless walk-on player can grow
to the point that he can be made the main character of a
series-defining mythology episode, which we'll get to in
just a bit, is that there is very little friction in the
writers' room. On a show with a larger staff, a writer

8! “Pomp & Circuitry.” The Venture Bros. Adult Swim. N.d. Television.
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would need to fight hard to justify the existence of a
character like Billy Quizboy, and it seems unlikely that
Billy would survive the battle.9
So, let's return to the mystery of Billy's robotic hand. As
a practical matter, the reason Billy has a robotic hand is
because

the

creators

thought

it

would

look

weird

and

interesting. But as the series progresses, and Billy makes
more frequent appearances, the robotic hand seems to call
out

for

some

sort

of

explanation.

On

a

show

with

a

consciously developed myth arc that drives the plot, like
Lost or The X-Files, the writers would need to come up with
a backstory that explains why Billy has a robotic hand, or
at least claim that such a backstory exists.10 Since The
Venture

Bros.

backstory

less

is

a

comedy,

seriously,

the
and

creators
even

can

joke

take
about

the
the

inexplicable robotic hand in the Season Two episode Victor.
Echo. November.
Dr. Venture: [Looking at the hand.] "How'd
you get that thing?"
Billy Quizboy: “That's an excellent
question, I have no idea.”
Explaining the mysteries of the show in a satisfying way is
far less important in The Venture Bros. than making the

9! In fact, Doc Hammer and Jackson Publick mention in the DVD commentary
for Season One that they received notes from Adult Swim producers
urging them to use Billy Quizboy and Pete White less often.
10!David Lynch, the creator of the mythology-heavy series Twin Peaks,
claimed throughout the show's run that he had a grand design for the
plot, but admitted after the series ended that he was making it all
up on the fly.
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audience laugh. The creators of the show don't need to come
up with an explanation for Billy's hand, or any of the
other mysteries that pop up over the course of the show, as
long as the jokes are funny. This makes The Venture Bros.
very different type of show than Lost, where an admission
of cluelessness by the writers would infuriate fans.
Where the
shows

writers of Lost, The X-Files, V, and similar

consciously

planned

their

mythologies,

carefully

planting clues for viewers, the creators of The Venture
Bros. created their mythology in an improvisational way,
telling standalone stories and then fitting the characters
together in unexpected ways after the fact. Comedies have
more flexibility in this respect than dramas, and recurring
jokes and characters in a comedy have a way of accreting
into

a

backstory

on

their

Publick

described

part

of

own.
their

Doc

Hammer

writing

and

process

Jackson
in

the

commentary for the Season One episode Home Insecurity.
Jackson: "This was the first episode after
you made them [Henchmen 21 and 24]
characters. And I went, well, I have to use
them now...”
Doc: “We don't have discussions, we just
create on top of something that was already
there. (…) Like Phantom Limb. Phantom Limb
was just a drawing of Phantom Limb. And I go
Phantom Limb is like this, and Jackson says
Phantom Limb does this...
Jackson:“A lot of post-justifying, though.
Once we realize that they fit into each
other better [it's like] oh, well, now they
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all went to college together, too.”11
Jackson is referring to the late Season One episode Past
Tense, which reveals that Rusty Venture, Pete White, The
Monarch, Venture family bodyguard Brock Samson, and future
supervillain

Baron

University”
their

origin

von

Ünderbheit

together,

and

stories

into

all

impressively
a

single

went

to

“State

stitches

narrative.

all
The

of
same

university is the setting for the Season Three episode The
Invisible

Hand

of

Fate,

which

addresses

the

mysteries

surrounding Billy Quizboy and a great deal more.
The Invisible Hand of Fate is a bravura bit of improvised
mythology-building. It takes what were two throwaway jokes
—

Billy

doesn't

Quizboy's
know

foundation

how

for

robotic
he

got

the

hand,

it

epic

—

and

and

the

turns

backstory

of

fact
them

that
into

several

he
the

major

characters. The episode opens with Billy slipping in the
bathroom of the

trailer he shares

with Pete White, and

experiencing a flood of memories. The memories explain not
just how he lost his hand, but how he got his robotic
replacement hand, how he met Pete White, and how and why
his memory was wiped. The episode also explains how Phantom
Limb, one of the major antagonists of the series, gained
his powers, and how Brock Sampson was assigned the guard
the

Venture

briefly

family.

crossing

over

characters,

turning

series

ever

has

It
in

done,

accomplishes
the
some
and

all

backstories
of

the

of

of

while

several

funniest

introducing

this

Shore

side

scenes

the

Leave,

yet

11!“Lost Commentary” for “Home Insecurity.” <http://
www.asitecalledfred.com/2006/06/23/quickcast-commentary-the-venturebros/>
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another character who started as a one-joke throwaway but
evolved into a regular player.12
Although

The

Invisible

episode, there are

Hand

of

many scenes

Fate
in

is

a

very

the episode

funny

that are

played straight, including a dialogue-free sequence at the
end of the episode showing Brock delivering a brainwashed
Billy to his distraught friend Pete White. The miraculous
thing is that these dramatic scenes are just as effective
as the comedic ones. In only a handful of appearances in
two short seasons, the creators of The Venture Bros. had
developed Billy and Pete from strange, nameless one-offs
into characters that viewers care about.
This may be the most important lesson television writers
can take from The Venture Bros.: Create characters that you
find interesting, and the story will come naturally. Most
of the puzzlebox mythology shows that followed in the wake
of Lost failed in their first season, and the culprit in
each case was placing plot machinations ahead of character
development. It's interesting to note that even Lost began
as an episodic character drama. Each episode in the first
season featured a self-contained short story about one of
the people stranded on the island, while the mysterious
serialized elements took place along the edges. Over time,
following the pattern set by The X-Files, the serialized
mysteries engulfed the character drama that was the heart
of

the

show,

unsatisfied.

and
The

the

finale

Venture

inevitably

Bros.

parodies

left
this

many
type

fans
of

12!“The Invisible Hand of Fate.” The Venture Bros. Adult Swim. N.d.
Television.
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storytelling in the Season Three episode ORB, where the
Venture

family

and

a

multitude

of

other

characters

go

searching for a mysterious device that is promised to hold
unimaginable power, only to discover in the end that the
device was broken long ago.13 The mythology of The Venture
Bros. isn't built like the clockwork innards of the ORB, it
is made up of a series of messy and unexpected collisions
between very human characters.
At a convention in 2010, a fan asked Doc and Jackson if
there was an ultimate direction to the show. Doc answered
that he thought there was. When Jackson was incredulous,
Doc said, “I think it's ultimately the story of the people
on the TV you watch. Is there a huge arc? Eh, I doubt it.
Things happen to these people. There's constant change. So
in a way, yes. I mean, at the end, do they find out it's a
dream? Do you want that? Neither do we.”14

13!“ORB.” The Venture Bros. Adult Swim. N.d. Television.
14!“The Venture Bros Dragon*Con Panel 2010.” Adult Swim. N.p., n.d. Web.
30 Jan. 2013.
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TASTE TEST:
RED MOCHO KOOLER AND HUNCHBACK
JOHN SHUTT
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Over four seasons of The Venture Bros., Dr. Thaddeus “Rusty” Venture
has unveiled many disastrous inventions, from the metasonic locator
to the Vacuum Vroom-Boom. But of all his creations, his cocktail
recipes are the most stupendously misguided. In the interests of
science of the advancement of human knowledge, I have recreated and
tasted both of his original recipes: The Red Mocho Kooler, from the
Season Three episode ORB, and the Hunchback, from the holiday special
A Very Venture Halloween.

----

Red Mocho Kooler
Ingredients
1 part Hershey's syrup
3 parts Kahlua
Dash of red Kool-Aid powder
Preparation
Stir the Kahlua and Hershey's syrup
together until thick and almost
undrinkable. Add a dash of red
Kool-Aid powder on top, but do not
stir it in. Allow it to settle
naturally.1 Garnish with fruit and
cocktail umbrella.
Review
Although the Red Mocho Kooler
appears uniformly brown from a

1! Doc Hammer. DVD commentary on "ORB." The Venture Bros. Television.
2
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distance, the red Kool-Aid powder gives it an unsettling blood-andmotor-oil hue that becomes more noticeable when the drink is swirled
against the sides of the glass. The general impression, in terms of
thickness and coloration, is that this is sort of thing you might
draw out of a well in the courtyard of a particularly cursed Amazon
ruin. The aroma is more or less what you would expect: Like a big
glass of Kahlua, with a couple of cherry-flavored Tootsie Roll Pops
crushed and stirred in. In terms of actual taste, none of the
ingredients seem to want to mix together; their flavors clash and
compete with every sip. Since Kahlua is often used in dessert
recipes, one would expect it to complement the Hershey's syrup to a
certain extent, with the Kool-Aid powder serving as the disaster
ingredient that ruins the drink (like the ketchup in the Hunchback).
Sadly, the Hershey's and Kahlua add nothing to each other, and the
overall flavor of the drink is best characterized as chocolate cough
syrup.
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Hunchback
Ingredients
2 parts Pepsi
1 part bourbon
½ part ketchup
Preparation
Mix chilled bourbon and Pepsi.
Add ketchup and stir until little
globules are are suspended
throughout the drink. Garnish
with fruit and cocktail umbrella.
Review
The ketchup, once stirred, has
the appearance of chunks of red
algae swirling around in the
glass. It is not an exaggeration
to say that just the appearance
or aroma of this drink may be
enough to trigger your gag
reflex. The flavor is simply
carbonated ketchup; the Pepsi and bourbon are completely overpowered.
Squeezing the juice from the fruit garnish into the drink improves
things very slightly. The taste of ketchup will linger in the back of
your throat for an hour or two after you try this drink. Unlike the
Red Mocho Kooler, which is made out of ingredients used in real-world
beverages, the Hunchback can not be rationalized, even for people who
are intensely fond of ketchup. Such people are advised to take a shot
of ketchup and chase it with a shot of bourbon, cutting out the drink
mixing entirely.
4

